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Spring is in Bagram, Afghanistan, when young men turn into... Erm... Lube. And make money. This instant classic comes from Nakslista, our local e-commerce source. You may remember the job opportunities on The Egg Peeler, which was shared in a previous blog post. I don't even know where to start
this, so I'm just going to be a free partner: Dixie-cup limited sales of lubricant: crazy or genius? I don't know where to go. The Swiss Navy? I've never heard of it. Do the Swiss even have a navy? Last time I checked, Switzerland was locked up. Bacon bazooka: I have no words. Lubricant for everyone! MM
Our Afghanistan craigslist-equivalent is nakslist. This is usually where posted people looking to buy or sell televisions, phones, computers, lamps, fans, and other small devices and various items come to business, but every one of them exists to offer ads or request unusual services: Fans of the site
carefully review such ads, looking for any hints of hidden meaning, double fitting, or proof of prank. I'm not detecting any attempts to bypass the general #1 here, and I'm not going to get a nod-nod-just-jokes vibe. This place is weird enough for someone to really look for an egg-peeler. When you live in a
world where it could be legal, it makes you stop and think. Speaking of hard-fought eggs... PROTIP: Hard-boiled eggs make GREAT hand-made heaters! You can't get the chemist's heaters that have been taken here (dangerous cargo), and PX is often out of stock. But every morning on the main line at
DFAC there is a pan of hard-boiled eggs, in a shell that waits hot and prepared in a coffee dish. Grab two (make sure the shells are uninfected). Put one in each jacket pocket. They're comfortable in your hands, they'll exorcise the heat for a few hours and provide you with a handy high protein snack later
in the morning, exactly around the time when the outside temperature has risen enough so you don't need hand-held heaters anymore. Spring is in Bagram, Afghanistan, when young men turn into... Erm... Lube. And make money. This instant classic comes from Nakslista, our local e-commerce source.
You may remember the job opportunities on The Egg Peeler, which was shared in a previous blog post. I don't even know where to start this, so I'm just going to be a free partner: Dixie-cup limited sales of lubricant: crazy or genius? I don't know where to go. The Swiss Navy? I've never heard of it. Do the
Swiss even have a navy? Last time I checked, Switzerland was locked up. Bacon bazooka: I have no words. Lubricant for everyone! MM Our Afghanistan craigslist-equivalent is nakslist. This is usually where posted people looking to buy or sell televisions, phones, computers, lamps, fans, and other small
appliances and various items come to business, but each way and there is an offer of ads or requires unusual services: Lovers review such ads carefully, looking for all clues of hidden meaning, double entendre, entendre, evidence of sub-edi. I'm not detecting any attempts to bypass the general #1 here,
and I'm not going to get a nod-nod-just-jokes vibe. This place is weird enough for someone to really look for an egg-peeler. When you live in a world where it could be legal, it makes you stop and think. Speaking of hard-fought eggs... PROTIP: Hard-boiled eggs make GREAT hand-made heaters! You
can't get the chemist's heaters that have been taken here (dangerous cargo), and PX is often out of stock. But every morning on the main line at DFAC there is a pan of hard-boiled eggs, in a shell that waits hot and prepared in a coffee dish. Grab two (make sure the shells are uninfected). Put one in each
jacket pocket. They're comfortable in your hands, they'll exorcise the heat for a few hours and provide you with a handy high protein snack later in the morning, exactly around the time when the outside temperature has risen enough so you don't need hand-held heaters anymore. MM MM
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